Hermanos/Familia – Frijoleros, SpanLings, and MK’s, Beanerdom Et Al – Your
Beaner Reunion Committee 2012 (BR2012) of the Spanish Flyers Association
cordially invites you to BR 2012 to be held in San Antonio, Texas on October 2528, 2012.
So, mark your calendars and set aside October 25th to 28th as the time to be in
San Anton. For those of you who wanted to have BR-12 held in good ole Offutt,
we the FCs apologize but we considered it thoroughly and decided to go back to
the base where the most Beaners reside, in SAT. Why? Because of the
momentous occasion of our 50th Anniversary. Yes, one half-century since the
formation our group brought about by the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962.
If you do not know that part of history, I assure you, it is a MUST-read . Much
was waged and the entire planet could have been lost but a group of pioneer
Beaners and Honorary Beaners did their parts and the disaster of a nuclear war
was just narrowly avoided. Years later, when Fidel Castro, the snake who
created the crisis, became a non-player in the world of communist dictators and
his influence faded away, many of us called it VICTORY, SWEET VICTORY -- F&%K
COMMUNISM!
If you have been following the BeanerOpscomm chatter lately, you must know
the great half-century of adventures our Beaners have lived in places from
Panama, to Grenada, to Vietnam, to Iraq, and to proverbial hell and back. Yes.
and some of our Beaners have given their lives in faithful service to our country.
We pause to salute those great Americans. At any rate, that was the main
reason to have SAT host this reunion, that we wanted the widest possible
attendance and we, the FCâ€™s, are hard at work making plans for a BR-12
never-to-be-forgotten. Some of our brethren plan to travel from as far as
Bogota and Alaska for one fantastic weekend. How far are you willing to travel
to be at what promises to be the greatest show ever in Beanerland. But no
matter how far or how close, make the sacrifice for one weekend and do not
miss this the Biggest Beaner Ball of All! Details of all our activities, hotels and
restaurants will follow shortly. SEE YOUR OLDEST OF FRIENDS - BE THERE!
Please visithttps://einvitations.afit.edu/inv/index.cfm?i=120786&k=0363420E7351
And participate in the survey. Gracias a todos !!!

